INTRODUCTION
Intractable epilepsy, which is also known as refractory epilepsy, refers to the epilepsies that cannot be controlled by drugs. This may commonly result from hippocampal sclerosis (HS). 1 This paper studied the treatment methods concerning HS-induced refractory epilepsy were subjected to SPECT scan 5 and diagnosed as HS-induced refractory epilepsy. Eighty two children were subjected to Gamma Knife treatment, and 154 children underwent craniotomy. Wada tests were also performed on all those who had lesions on the left and some with right sided lesions 6 
Evaluation criteria:
The patients were evaluated following the treatment in 5 outcome classes: Class I: No seizures in the past six months (the cases with auras were excluded). Class II: The frequency of seizure was lowered by at least 50% compared to the preoperative six months. Class III: The seizure was lowered by less than 50% compared to the preoperative six months Class IV: Seizure were not significantly lowered. Class V: Seizures frequency was increased. The result of Classes I+II were considered an effective outcome. Grouping and case description: Surgical group (n=154) which included 99 male and 55 female. Age of disease onset <10 years old and Surgical age < 10 years old. The Gamma Knife group had 82 cases, 50 male and 32 female. Age of disease onset <10 years old and Surgical age < 10 years old.
Average follow-up time was 6-32 months (median: 10 months) in Surgical group and 12-54 months (median: 33 months) in Gamma Knife group. The follow-up results of the two groups did not differ significantly (p=0.0008).
RESULTS
Disease history and types: The disease history and types of the 2 groups are listed in Table- recorded. There were 132 cases of ipsilateral interictal epileptiform discharges, 88 cases of bilateral spread, and only five cases of contralateral MRI focuses, respectively. Patients who had interictal bilateral epileptiform discharges or discordant MRI lesions, had ictal EEGs recorded during onset at V/ EEG. The results verify that the patients with contralateral interictal epileptiform discharges should be continuously monitored.
In the surgical treatment group, there were 12 patients without an ictal EEG. Of these seven patients had long-term EEG monitoring for 12 to 42h and at least two records of complete sleep cycles at night. During the entire record, the ratio of epileptiform discharges on the MRI lesion side to those on its contra-lateral side was greater than 93%. Three patients had only 2 to 14 interictal EEG records. As their clinical manifestations and MRI were typical Table- II. Treatment effects: Both surgical lesion excision and Gamma Knife lesion irradiation were safe and effective treatment methods for HS-induced intractable epilepsy. 7 However, the short-term effect of surgical treatment (93.51%) was better than that of Gamma Knife (54.87%) (P = 0.0015). 8 Besides, the cost-effectiveness of the former was greater than that of the latter. 9 The surgical therapy was effective immediately, while Gamma Knife treatment commonly reduced seizures a few years or several months later. 10 No delayed cerebral edema occurred after the surgery. On the contrary, the patients treated by Gamma Knife treatment might suffer from symptoms several months after the treatment, which was often accompanied by cerebral edema requiring drug therapy, including corticosteroid and dehydrating agents. The occurrence of cerebral edema and the radiation dose were not significantly correlated.
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DISCUSSION
This study involved numerous cases, thus rendering our conclusions representative and informative. In this study, the follow-up time of the two groups differed significantly. It has been previously reported that Gamma Knife usually cause beneficial effect mostly in postoperative 8-16 months 12 rather than immediately. 13 However, most studies have reported that anteromedial temporal resections reduced seizures immediately. 14 HS-induced intractable epilepsy should be treated surgically as soon as possible, which has become an indisputable principle in the field of medical sciences 15 that is equally safe and effective as appendectomy. 16 1) For the patients with refractory complex partial onset (with or without secondary generalized attack), if the treatment of the firstline anti-epileptic drug fails, 17 the patients should be transferred to the epilepsy surgical treatment center. 18 2) If the center determines that the patients comply with the criteria of anteromedial temporal lobe resection, and the patients can tolerate with the surgical consequences and possible risks, we should treat them surgically instead of drugs. 19 3)
The patients should not be recommended to receive only local neocortex resection owing to the lack of evidence. 20 4) The Gamma Knife group showed a significantly lower treatment effect than that of the surgery group and had postoperative seizure attacks recurrently for a long time. 21 The patients in the Gamma Knife group suffered postoperative delayed cerebral edema, and the duration and time of occurrence were irregular, so the patients continued to suffer from headache and could not work normally. The difference in the effects between surgery and Gamma Knife treatments for medial temporal lobe epilepsy should be appreciated correctly, 22 aiming to provide appropriate guidance for patients. The patients without surgical contraindications should be guided to receive surgical treatment.
There are also Dos and Don'ts in practical treatment: First, all the children enrolled in this study were in need of parents' guidance and consideration psychologically and physiologically. Secondly, the majority of patients in our country still live in poverty with the conditions of limited medical resources, we must treat the patients who can afford hospital services on the principles of "correct diagnosis, right guidance and high cost-effectiveness" to solve their problems reasonably and effectively. 23 To better solve the above problems, the following aspects should be paid attention to: 1) To improve the understanding and diagnosis of MTLE, as well as the level to identify MTLE through EEG and MRI clinically is the first step to ensure patients to be correctly managed: 24 A. In this study, we did not know that MTLE led to over 92% of the diseases. Therefore, it is of great significance to clarify MTLE symptomatologically. B. Inserting a sphenoid electrode for the EEG examination and understanding the diagnostic significance of EEG during the interictal period are crucial. 25 C. Improving the level of MRI examination and introducing quantitative indicators are also critical. 26 2) Guiding patients appropriately to provide knowledge for them and their families concerning the safety and efficacy of MTLE.
3) The surgical treatment method is of greater cost-effectiveness compared to Gamma Knife.
